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Structure of the Ionosphere 

IN a recent paper, Appleton and Buildor1 men

tion a striking fact that on certain occasions, when 

the ionosphere is being surveyed by tho 'pulse' 

method, thoro is a reversal in the times of a rrival of 

the two magneto-ionic components into which tho 

upgoing ray is split. They attribute this to differential 

group retardation, and it occurred to me a short time 

ago that this effect might throw some further light on 

a suggestion I have made previously•, namely, that 

the whole intermediate space between the E and F' 

layers is ionised to a value very little los than that 

of the top of the E layer. 
I have made some approximate calculations of tlus 

group retardation, which indicate that a time delay 

sufficient to produce the effect noted by Appleton 

and Builder cannot be produced by a discrete layer 

15-20 km. thick without assuming that the density 

of such a layer can remain constant at a certain value 

for an appreciable time to a limit of about 1 part in 

10,000. If, however, the whole of this intermediate 

space is ionised, the limit becomes of the order of 

10 per cent. 
This seems to suggest very strongly that the 

ionisation of the whole of the intermediate region is 

comparable with that of the top of tho E layer, and 

I hope to publish the results shortly; but, if this is 

the case, the group v elocity throughout this r egion 

will be considerably less than its normal value in 

free space ; and this may affect results derived from 

observations on the intermediate and F layers. In 

fact, it raised the question as to whether the 'shelves' 

have a. real existence or merely arise as points of 

inflexion on a group-velocity curve, a.nd this requires 

further consideration. 
J. HOLLINGWORTH. 

Electrical Engineering D epartment, 
College of Technology, 

Manchester. 
Aug. 19. 

1 Proc. Phyt. Soc., 46, 208. 
1 J. Im!. Elect. Enq., 72, No. 435, Jl!a.rch 1933. 

Chemical Separation of the Radioactive Element 

from its Bombarded Isotope in the Fermi Effect 

FOLLOWING the pioneer experiment of Fermi, it 

has been found by F ermi, Amaldi, D'Agostino, 

Rasetti and Segre that many elements up to the 

atomic number 30, when bombarded by neutrons 

from a radon-beryllium source, are transmuted into a 

radioactive element which is chemically different 

from the bombarded element. In several cases of 

this type, they succeeded in separating chemically 

the active substance from the bulk of the bombarded 

element, and there is no inherent difficulty in getting 

a.ny desirable concentration of the radioactive 

element. 
They have not observed such chemical changes 

in elements above the atomic number 30, though 

many of these heavier elements show strong Fermi 

effects. For some of these, for example, arsenic, 

bromine, iodine, iridium and gold, they could show 

that the activity is carried by the bombarded 

element, which in the circumstances leads to the 

conclusion that the radioactive element is an isotope 

of the bombarded element. 
In order to separate the radioactive isotope of the 

bombarded element from the bulk of the bombarded 

clement, one has to find a new principle of separation. 

We havo attempted to apply the following principle. 

If we irradiate by a neutron source a chemical 

compound of the element in which we are interested, 

we might expect those atoms of tho element which 

aro struck by o. n eutron to be removed from tho 

compound. Whether the atoms freed in this way 

will interchange with their isotopes bound in tho 

irradiated chemical compound will depend on tho 

nature of the chemical compound with which wo 

have to deal. If we work under conditions in which 

such an interchange does not take place, we obtain 

tho radioactive isotope 'free', and by separating tho 

'free ' element from the compound we ca.n obtain 

any desirable concentration of the radioactive isotope. 

We have applied this principle to iodine. Ethyl 

iodide has been irradiated and a trace of free iodino 

added to protect t.he radioactive isotope. By r eduction 

and precipitation as silver iodide in water, it was 

easy to concentrate the activity so as to get from the 

precipitate ten times as many impulses of the Geiger

l\fiU!er ~-ray counter as directly from the irradiated 

ethyl iodide '. Apparently a large fraction of the 

active substance could be extracted from the ethyl 

iodide. The quantity of the active element obtain

able in the precipitate will naturally d epend on the 

quantity of the compound subjected to irradiation. 

This principle of isotopic separation has also been 

applied to some other elements which, like iodine, 

are transmuted into their own isotopes, and further 

experiments mostly with organic compounds are in 

progress. 

Physics D epartment, 
Medical College, 

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, 
London, E.C.l. 

Sept. 10. 
1 Proc, Rov. Soc., A, 146, 483; 1934. 

LEO SziLARD. 
T. A. CHALMERS. 

Activated States in the Spectrum of Copper 

Hydride 

IN addition to the well-known band system 12:*- 1}; 

in copper hydride, we recently reported' a new band 

system 12:**- '2:, the activat<'d states 12:*, 1P' 

forming a doublet (v.*=23431, v.** = 26369), pre

viously known in th e spectra of gold hydride 

v.* = 27658, v.** = 38231). In the sp ectrum of silver 

hydride•, 12:** has not boen found, although it! 

presence is indicated by irregularities in 12: *. 
Extending our analysis into the ultra-violet region 

in the spectrum of copper hydride (in emission), we 

were able to disentangle two new band system~. 

composed of P-Q-R-branches and forming 1ll- 1! 

systelll§, the constants of the 1ll-terms being given 

below: 
Vo Bo 

6,3!) 27100 
27957 6.065 

(Yo = A - doubling 

Yo 
0,018 
0,066 

coefficient). 

A more detailed account will o~ppear later. 

Laboratory of Physics, 
University of Stockholm. 

Aug. 2. 

A. HEI11lER. 
T .HEIMER. 

' A. Heimer and T. Helmer, Z. Phv1., 84, 222; 1033. 
1 E. Hulth6n and R. V. Zumstein, Phyt. Rev., 28, 13; 1026. 
1 E. Ben~o-Kna.ve, Dissertation, Stockholm, 11132. 
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Spectrum of Chlorophyll 

SoME knowledge about tho m echanism of 'ass~mila
tion' may probably be gleaned from a detailed 
picture of the atomic processes involved in the 
absorption of light in dissolved chlorophyl l. As I 
have not boon able to find sufficient quantitative data 
on this subject in the existing literature, I have made 
some rough measurements to this purpose. 

Samples of chlorophyll a and b, kindly put at my 
disposal by Prof. Stoll of Basle, w ere dissolved in 
alcohol (10 mgm. in 100 c.c.). Absorption m easure
ments were then made with a Konig-Martens spectro
photometer at different concentrations (10-CIO-•). 
The results, for which no high precision is claimed, 
are partly shown in Fig. l. 

As is w ell known, both chlorophylls show a strong 
\ absorption in the red part of the spectrum accom

panied by a. weaker absorption in the y ellow and 
green part. (To tho right of the main p eak in :Fig. 
1 a weaker maximlllll is to be seen for both chlorophyll 
a and b. A closer examination reveals three of those 
maxima for chlorophyll a at distances roughly I, 2 
and 3 times 1200 cm.- 1 from the main p eak, and 
two for chlorophyll b at distances 1 and 2 times 
1400 cm. - 1 • They are probably related to vibrational 
levels.) The whole of this absorption, extending from 
about 680 miL to 500 InfL, will be termed here the 
'red band'. In addition, a 'blue band' is present in 
both cases, beginning at about 500 miL with chloro
phyll b and 460 miL with chlorophyll a. Finally one 
or more 'ultra-violet bands' seem to exist. In the 
ultra-red one very weak band (j < 0 -002 ) at 3 fL 
has been found by D. van Gulik (Ann. Phys. , 46, 
147; 1915). It does not n ecessarily belong to the 
same molecular group as the other bands. 

We shall, in the first place, be concerned with the 
red band. Its 'oscillatory strength' or 'number of 
absorption electrons per molecule' may be calculated 
from the integrated absorption as follows : 

_ mc•jrte 1Jd(~) log/0 /1 _ 
I - N A loge -

1·13 X 1011 Jd(1) logl0 /I. 
G·06 X 10 23 X 10 ' / 902 ); 0 ·434 ' 

whore N is the number of molecules per c.c., 902 
i; the molecular weight of chlorophyll a (907 for b); 
m, c, rt, e and e ( = 2·718) are well-known constants. 
The result is f = 0 ·24 for chlorophyll a and 0 ·22 for 
rhlorophyll b (0·13 and 0·11 respectively for the main 

• peak alone; from F. Perrins' m easurements on the 
polarisation of the fluorescent radiation (Ann. de 
Phys., 12, 169; 1929) the same value may be 
deduced: f = T0/ 3T = 0·126). The values off for 
the blue bands were roughly estimated to be about 
0·3 or a. little more. * These high numbers prove 
conclusively that the absorption is not due to ionic 

• }'or comparison some rough values I ha vc determined for other 
' mbstanccs may be quoted : Iodine In carbon dlsulphlde (green band), 

I 016; potassium pcrmanganate In water, O·ot;; oxyhromoglobln 
loubte peak between 600 m11 and 500 IDI' only), 0 ·33 (see al&Q R, A. 

H011stoun, Proc. &v. o!oc,, 82, 606; 1909). 

movement alone but that an electron is lifted to a 
higher level too. 

As the a and b spectra are not essentially diff rent, 
we shall henceforward refer to them togethej:. The 
whole red band (including its yellow and green tail) 
but not the blue or ultra-viole t bands, may be pro
duced in fluorescence by irradiating with light of 
a sufficiently short wave-lengt h. Tho main poak alone 
appears when excited by light of its own wave
length (600- 680 miL produced by filters or prism). 
By comparison with a mastix emulsion (assumed to 
scatter without true ab orption) it was found that 
for this red light the yield (fluorescent to incident 
radiation) is of the order of magnitude 10 per cent; 
for blue light it was less. 
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FIG. 1. 'Rrd' abSorption band of chlorophyll a (full curve) 
and b (broken curve). J,ognrithm of incident to trans
nutted Intensity for 1 em. layer of 1 mgm./ 10 e.c. alcoholic 
solution. In the comer: Diagram of energy levels and transi
tions corresponding to absorption and lluorcsccnco bands. 

These facts m ay be explained by assllllling a 
system of energy levels as indicated diagrammatically 
in Fig. 1. The electron may jump from its ground 
state G to at least three different higher levels, A, B 
and G. These electronic levels are further subdivided 
by the accompanying ionic vibrations, whilst the 
different 'rotational levels' are smeared out by the 
interaction with the surrounding m cditun. A further 
essential feature of this picture is the assumption 
that in state A the electron has only a moderato 
chance of losing its surplus energy without emitting 
radiation, for example, by collisions with tho sur
rounding medilllll, so that there is a reasonable 
probability (10 p er cent) for it to fall back with 
emission of light. In the higher states the converse 
is true. To explain this difference we may, for ex 
ample, suppose that in state A the electron keeps 
more 'inside' the molecule. An alternative but less 
plausible explanation ~auld be to ascribe a high 
probability (f~ 0·3) to the trMSition BA. It would 
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CHEMICAL SEPARATION OF THE 
RADIOACTIVE ELEMENT FROM ITS 

BOMBARDED ISOTOPE IN THE 
FERMI EFFECT 

BY 

DR. LEO SZILARD 
AND 

T. A. CHALMERS 
Physics Department, Medical College, 
St. Bai:tholomew's Hospital, London, 

E.C.r. 

FOLLOWING the pioneer experiment of Fermi, it 
has been found by Fermi, Amaldi, D 'Agost ino, 
Rasetti and Segre that many elements up to the 
atomic number 30, when bombarded by neutrons 
from a radon-beryllium source , are transmuted into a 
radioactive element which is chemically different 
from the bombarded elem ent. In several cases of 
this type, they succeeded in separating chemically 
the active substance from the bulk of the bombarded 
element, and there is no inherent difficulty in getting 
any desirable concentration of the radioactive 
element. 

They have not observed such chemical changes 
in elem ents above the atomic number 30, though 
many of these heavier elem ents show strong F ermi 
effects. For some of these, for example, arsenic, 
bromine, iodine, iridium and gold, th ey could show 
that the activity is carried by the bombarded 
element, which in the circumstances leads to the 
conclusion that the radioactive element is an isotope 
of the bombarded element. 

In order to separate the radioactive isotope of th e ' 
bombarded element from the bulk of the bombarded 
element, one has to find a n ew principle of separation. 
W e have attempted t o apply the following principle. 
If we irradiate by a neutron source a chemical 
compound of the elem ent in which we are interested, 
we might expect those atoms of the element which 
are struck by a neutron to be removed from the 
compound. Whether the atoms freed in this way 
will interchange with their isotopes bound in the 
irradiated chemical compound will depend on the 
nature of the chem ical compound with which we 
have to d eal. If we work under conditions in which 
such an interchange does not take place, we obtain 



the radioactive isotope 'free', and by separating the 
'free' element from the compound we can obtain 
any desirable concentration of the radioactive isotope. 

We have applied this principle to iodine. Ethyl 
iodide has been irradiated and a trace of free iodine 
added to protect the radioactive isotope. By reduction 
and precipitation as silver iodide in water, it was 
easy_ to concentrate the activity :w as to get from the 
precipitate ten times as many impulses of the Geiger
Muller fl-ray counter as directly from the irradiated 
ethyl iodide1 • Apparently a large fraction of the 
active substance could be extracted from the ethyl 
iodide. The quantity of the active element obtain
able in the precipitate will naturally depend on the 
quantity of the compound subjected to irradiation. 

This principle of isotopic separation has also been 
applied to some other elements which, like iodine, 
are transmuted into their own isotopes, and further 
experiments mostly with organic compounds are in 
progress. 

1 Proe. Roy. Soc., A, 146, 483; 1934. 

Printed in Great Britain by FISHER. K.vrGHT & Co., LTD., St . Albans 
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CHL\IICAL EPARATJO;-r OF THE 
RADIOACTIVE ELE.i\1E1\T FRO~I ITS 

BOMBARDED I OTOPE IN THE 
FERMI EFFECT 

BY 
DR. LEO SZILAH.D 

A:\D 

T. A. CHALMERS 
Physics Department, :\Iedical College, 
t. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, 

E.C.I. 
FOLLOWING the pioncpr rxperimrnt of FPrmi, it 

ha .. <.; been found by Fermi, Amaldi, D'Agostino, 
Rn.srtti and :·5Pgn\ thnt many dem<'nLs up to thr 
atomic numbe-r :lO, when bombnrdPd by nrut rons 
from a raclon-brryllium sourer, an• tn:tnsm'utrd into n. 
radioactive c-lrmcnt which is chc-mic111ly diffen•nt. from the bombarrh·ci Pl<'mrnt. !11 ,.,,., .. ,.,.aJ cn..-;, •s uf 
this typP, th<'y suCCP<'<h-d in M'l>arnting c·h,•miPally 
Llw activr sub,.,tn.nrt• from tht• bulk of tlw homhnrdt•d 
PJt•JI\("111, !\ll(J t}wn• i>< nO inllt'l'l'nt diflieuJty in gf'( ( ing 
ttny dcsinthle concPntmtion of tlw •·ndioacti,·c· 
elPmrnt. 

The-y lmv<' not obsrrv('(! such clwmieal changc•s 
in PIPnwnb; n.bovr thC' n,tomic numbPr 30, though 
many of thPsP lwavic•r Pl!'n1!'nts show strong Fl'rmi 
pffc•et s. For somr of tlwsr. for Pxnmpl<' .. nT,.;rnic, 
brominl', iodinr, iri<lium and gold. t hry could show 
that th<' aetivity is cmTic-d by th!' bombardrd 
ekmrnt, which in th<• circumstanc<'H leads to tlw 
conclusion t.h11t tlw radioactivf' <'h'm<•nt. is n.n i><otopr 
of thr bombttrdc-d <'l<'m<'nt. 

In ordl'r to H<'parn.to th radioactive isotop<• of th!' 
bombarde-d Pkmc-nt from tlw bull' of the- bomlmrdl'd 
cl mont, ono has to find n. new principle of sopa.ration. 
Wo have attempted to apply tho following principle. 
If we irradiate by a neutron ~<ourco a clwmical 
compound of the c·lement in which we aro intcrcsto<l, 
wo might expect those atoms of tho clement which 
are tnwk by a neutron to be removed from tho 
compound. Whether the atoms freed in thiH way 
will interchango with their isotopes bound in the 
irradiated chemical compound will depend on the 
natura of the chemical compound with which we 
have to deal. If wo work under conditions in which 
such an interchange docs not take place. we obtain 
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tho radioactiYo i,;otop•• 'frco', and by .. <,purating the 'fr o' <'lPm<'nL from tho componnrl ..,,-o can obtain any d<':,ir;tblo concPnLra.t ion of tho riUlioact ivo i~otopc. Wo have appli('(l thi,.; principlP to iodine. Ethyl ioclid<' ha..~ bC'on irra<.littt<·d and a. traco of free iodine added to protect the radio<tctivCI isotope. By reduct ion and precipitation as si lvC'r iodide in water, it was ea:;y to concPntmto th activity :.;on..~ to g<>L from tho prccipitttto Lon Lime,; as many impnlses of the GC'igcr-1Hilll'r , .-my counter as directly ft·om the irradiated ethyl iodide' . Apparently a largo fraction of tho activo subFJtanco conld be oxtractccl from tho ethyl iodiclo. Tho quantity of the nctivo ol m nt. obtainable in the precipitate will naturally depend on the quantity of tho compound subjected to irradiation. Thi. principle of isotopic separation has also been applied to somo other elements which, like iodine, arc transmuted into their own isotopes, and further experiments mostly with organic compounds are in progress. 
1 Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 146, 483; 1934. 
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